Parquet

Mastering
the Arts

Floors as individual and varied as life itself.

Naturally beautiful flooring

HARO P a
One of a

P arquet –
f a kind

Welcome to
HARO
Our family business has a tradition in wood processing
in Rosenheim, Bavaria, that goes back 150 years. With
our love for natural wood and our high quality standards
combined with modern design, we have evolved into
Germany's leading flooring manufacturer.
Thinking in generations with a long-term orientation is
the foundation of our daily activities – and this is what
is at the heart of our products. The development and
manufacturing of sustainable products are just as
natural for us as a high degree of innovation and modern
design. This applies to our diverse parquet floor range as
well as to our laminate floors and design floors, which
are free from PVC and plasticisers. We offer just the
right floor for any requirement.
We are delighted to inspire you with our passion for
naturally beautiful flooring – enjoy choosing your new
floor!
With kind regards

Peter Hamberger		

Dr. Peter M. Hamberger
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Natural beauty is not a
matter of chance
HARO stands for natural beauty. Over the decades, we have
learned to understand what makes a truly beautiful floor. This
knowledge and our enthusiasm for the unique beauty of wood
inspire us every day. You will feel this with each of our parquet
floors: every single floorboard is a piece of nature in your home.
Whether you choose Plank 1-Strip or Longstrip, real wood parquet
will give your home a timeless, modern, yet warm atmosphere for
many years to come. And thanks to the large, diverse selection,
parquet floors are suitable for every interior style: from rustic
ambience to modern looks, from young living to elegant residing.

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 180
Oak Sauvage retro brushed 4V

Sustainable quality
'Made in Germany'
As a family business, we think ahead and
approach what we do in a considered and
sustainable manner. For us, this includes –
among other things – the careful use of all
resources. For instance, we use wood from
certified forestry. This ensures that the amount
of wood taken from the forests never exceeds
the amount that can grow back again. And
thanks to our hydroelectric power plant that
uses the power of the Sims river, we are self-sufficient in energy – and we can we can even
supply 8,000 households with electricity.

Our commitment to Rosenheim as our
headquarters and having our products 'Made in
Germany' are an integral part of our company's
philosophy, as well. This becomes evident in the
choice of our brand name, which is short for
HAmberger ROsenheim. It is here that we
cultivate and advance our expertise that has
made us a leading supplier on the world market.
Every parquet floor that comes from HARO is
naturally beautiful, of a guaranteed high quality,
and will give you many years of pleasure – this is
what we are committed to day after day.

Values speak louder than words
Values are more than just words:
They shape our thoughts and actions – every single day.

Committed to
sustainability
The more than 150-year history of
our family business is characterised
by sustainable thinking and action.
We are aware of our responsibility
and embrace it with enthusiasm
and commitment – for society, for
the environment, for people.

For a naturaland healthy
living environment
Not only are HARO floors beautiful
to look at and to touch, they
are also free from any harmful
substances. For this, HARO was
awarded the 'Blue Angel' quality
label. This means that you can rest
assured that our floors contribute
to a high standard of healthy living
and a pleasant ambience in the
home.

Guaranteed
high quality
We know what it takes to produce
naturally beautiful, high-quality
floors. We put this knowledge into
practice with great care – in every
single floorboard, right down to the
last detail.
This is something we are proud
of, and we prove it with the best
quality.

Made with
passion
HARO is passion for natural beauty.
We love processing and refining
natural materials. Every single day,
we use all our expertise and
experience to ensure that you can
feel the perfection of nature in
our floors.

Made in
Germany
As Germany's leading parquet
manufacturer, we combine traditional
craftsmanship with new technology
in Rosenheim. This makes it possible
for us to produce floor coverings of
the highest quality. For more comfort
when it comes to installation and
maintenance, and for long-lasting
pleasure in living, working and living.
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Parquet: timeless, modern
and naturally beautiful
HARO began producing premium quality wood products in
Rosenheim more than 150 years ago. With all our experience and
expertise, we manufacture every single parquet board in consistently
high quality. To underline this, we offer a warranty of up to 30 years.
We know exactly, how to process and refine wood in a way that
individually emphasises and highlights its beauty. In addition, as a
renowned specialist for surfaces, we offer you particularly natural
surface finishes.
Real wood parquet by HARO is not only especially beautiful and of
exceptional high quality, it is also uncomplicated and easy to clean
and maintain. All our parquet floors are also guaranteed to contribute
to a healthy living environment – certified by the 'Blue Angel', which
is awarded to products that are entirely free from harmful substances.

blauer-engel.de/uz176
blauer-engel.de/uz120

Discover our parquet
floors online now!
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Parquet for every room
What is special about HARO: All designs are available in all colours
and surfaces. This means that you can easily furnish your entire house
or flat with the same floor.
The look is consistent, and you can choose the design that best suits
each room. For example, Plank 1-Strip 240 Plaza in the living room,
Plank 1-Strip 140 in the hallway and study, Plank 1-Strip 180 in the
dining room, and Longstrip in the bedrooms. Everything is individually
matched to the respective room and yet consistent.

The perfect floor
for large rooms:
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240

The versatile floor
for all rooms:
Plank 1-Strip 180

The perfect floor
for small rooms:
Plank 1-Strip 140

The vibrant floor, that is
perfect everywhere:
Longstrip

The extra-wide board
format gives large rooms a
particularly spacious and
elegant look. This makes
the Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
the ideal floor for rooms
where a lot of floor space is
visible. The boards give the
room structure, emphasise
spaciousness, and ensure a
harmonious appeal.

Whether large or small: the
classic board format cuts a
fine figure in any room.
The variants with bevels on
two or four sides offer
various options for room
design and an individual
look.

Living space is becoming
increasingly scarce and
rooms are getting smaller.
At the same time, more
emphasis is placed on the
harmonious design of the
rooms, as nowadays more
time is spent at home, for
instance, due to working
from home. With its
balanced width-length
ratio, Plank 1-Strip 140 is
the perfect choice. Like in
large rooms, you perceive
several floorboards in a
row, which creates a varied
appearance of the surface.

The three offset elements
on each floorboard give
any size of room structure
and support. Longstrip
gives rooms vibrance and
is always a perfect fit –
regardless of the size and
furnishing of a room.

Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
(7 7/32'' x 86 5/8'') or 173 x 2200 mm
(6 13/16'' x 86 5/8'')
(Smoked Oak, Oak White Barrique)

Dimensions: 140 x 1500 mm
(5 1/2'' x 59 1/16'')

Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
(7 7/32'' x 86 5/8'')

Formats

Dimensions: 240 x 2200 mm
or 220 x 2200 mm (9 7/16'' x 86 5/8''
or 8 21/32'' x 86 5/8'')
(Smoked Oak)

Do you need more
information? Click here
for online product advice!
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Bring your favourite floor
into your home.
Right now.
Almost as exciting as a test drive, but certainly less complicated.
With the HARO Room Visualizer, you can install your favourite
HARO Parquet in your own four walls – easily, virtually, and without
obligation.
Does your dream floor match your beloved couch or the colour of
the newly painted kitchen backsplash? Which board format and
colour will make your home office look particularly spacious?
Virtually install your favourite parquet with the HARO Room
Visualizer – with just one click. Simply visit
haro.com/roomvisualizer and get started.

And this is how it works:
1. Visit haro.com/roomvisualizer
2. Take a photo of your room
or upload an existing photo
3. Select your desired parquet floor
4. Admire how good your favourite parquet
looks in your home

Test our HARO Room
Visualizer now.
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Plank 1-Strip
Plaza 240
The extra-wide board format
for large rooms

Dimensions: 240 x 2200 mm
or 220 x 2200 mm (9 7/16'' x 86 5/8'' or
8 21/32'' x 86 5/8'') (Smoked Oak)

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Fumed Oak Universal brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Fumed Oak Puro White Universal brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Smoked Oak Sauvage brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Oak Markant brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Oak Light White Sauvage brushed 4V

This could be your Plank 1-Strip
Plaza 240 floor. Test the look
with our HARO Room Visualizer!

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Oak Invisible Markant brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Oak Tobacco Grey Universal alpine brushed 4V
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Plank 1-Strip
180
Classic Plank 1-Strip
for a clear and spacious
atmosphere

Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
or 173 x 2200 mm (7 3/32'' x 86 5/8'' or 6 13/16'' x 86 5/8'')
(Smoked Oak, Oak White Barrique)

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 180
Fumed Oak Sauvage brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 180
Smoked Oak Sauvage brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 180
Oak Invisible Markant brushed 4V

This could be your Plank 1-Strip 180
floor. Test the look with our
HARO Room Visualizer!

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 180
African Oak brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 180
Oak Invisible Markant brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 180
American Walnut Sauvage 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 180
Larch Puro White Universal brushed 4V

ularly
Partic urface
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Plank 1-Strip
140
The best choice for small rooms

Dimensions: 140 x 1500 mm
(5 1/2'' x 59 1/16'')

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 140
Smoked Oak Markant brushed 4V
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HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip Plaza 140
Oak Markant brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 140
Oak Sand Grey Markant brushed 4V

The
ct
compaStrip
1Plank mat
for
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HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 140
Oak Light White Sauvage brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 140
Oak Sauvage brushed 4V

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip 140
Oak Invisible Sauvage brushed 4V

This could be your Plank 1-Strip 140
floor. Test the look with our
HARO Room Visualizer!
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Longstrip
Fills rooms with life

Dimensions: 180 x 2200 mm
(7 7/32'' x 86 5/8'')

HARO Parquet 4000
Longstrip
Smoked Oak Naturale brushed
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HARO Parquet 4000
Longstrip
Oak Tobacco Grey Trend brushed

HARO Parquet 4000
Longstrip
Oak Invisible Naturale brushed

This could be your Longstrip floor.
Test the look with our HARO Room
Visualizer!

HARO Parquet 4000
Longstrip
Fumed Oak Trend brushed
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HARO Parquet 4000
Longstrip
American Walnut Trend

trip
Longs fill
floors h life
wit
rooms

HARO Parquet 4000
Longstrip
Oak Naturale brushed

HARO Parquet 4000
Longstrip
Fumed Oak Invisible Trend brushed
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Range Overview
Oak Classic Colours
			
		
Nature
			
White		Light

Nature
Medium

Nature
Dark

Grey

Design

Grading

Surface

Light White

Puro White

Invisible

Nature

Smoked Oak

Sand Grey

nD

541 854

541 432

541 430

536 546

541 437

541 182

		n+

541 428

537 606

538 964

536 974

541 438

541 434

nD

541 855

541 433

541 431

540 234

541 439

541 435

		n+

541 429

537 607

538 965

536 975

541 440

541 436

538966

533 499

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240
Markant

Sauvage

Universal

n+

538 963

Plank 1-Strip 180
Exklusiv

Pm

524 680

		n+
Markant

Pm

531 679

531 677

531 216

538 960

538 938

524 577, 524 558

526 040

538 942

		nD

541 856, 541 804

538 959, 541 805

535 445, 541 806

535 447, 541 807

535 465, 541 808

535 449, 541 809

		n+

541 859

527 326

535 617

528 682

528 678

538 943

529 268

538 962

538 939

524 634

541 958

538 944

		nD

541 857, 541 810

538 961, 541 811

535 446, 541 812

535 448, 541 813

535 466, 541 814

535 450, 541 815

		n+

541 860

530 195, 535 622

535 618

528 695, 530 793

530 148, 534 152

538 945

Sauvage

Pm

Alabama

n+

Universal

Pm

529 764

529 587

		 nD
		 n+

Plank 1-Strip 140
Markant

Pm

541 699

541 702

541 705

541 708

541 711

541 714

		nD

541 700

541 703

541 706

541 709

541 712

541 715

		n+

541 701

541 704

541 707

541 710

541 713

541 716

Pm

541 717

541 720

541 723

541 726

541 729

541 732

		nD

541 718

541 721

541 724

541 727

541 730

541 733

		n+

541 719

541 722

541 725

541 728

541 731

541 734

Sauvage

Longstrip
Exquisit

Pm

524 689

Trend

Pm

523 785, 524 632

		nD

535 416

		n+
Naturale

533 343

530 135

Pm

541 915

541 922

541 923

541 931, 541 917

541 926

541 918

		nD

541 851

541 921

541 924

541 927

541 929

541 919

		n+

541 852

541 914

541 925

541 928

541 916

541 920

Favorit

Pm

		nD

To help you to gain an overview of our far-reaching range of parquet floors, we have broken the entire range down into six
colour-coded categories and selected the grades and surface finishes that go with them:
1.
Oak Classic Colours: The product range that seamlessly covers virtually all colour areas and surface finishes
2.
Oak Trend Colours: Parquet oak in special colour tones with the surface finish that best suits each one
3.
Wood Species Diversity: This category comprises all wood types that round out the range of oak parquet

Oak Trend Colours
		Nature
White		Light
Crystal
White

Variety of wood types

Nature Nature									 Nature
Medium Dark		Grey			Black		
White		 Light

Fumed Oak Fumed Oak Atelier
Puro White Invisible		

Reed
Brown

541 441 541 442

Fumed
Oak

Shell
Grey

Graphit
Grey

540 232

Tobacco
Grey

Thermo
Oak

538 967

African
Oak

Ash
Larch
Canadian
Light White Puro White Maple

Beech
Larch
Ash
Steamed			

American
Cherry

Smoked
Robinia

Thermo
Ash

American Merbau
Walnut		

524 916

							

			

535 453			

538 934 539 698 539 699

539 088 539 697 538 946 539 668

531 766

538 935

539 089 538 949 538 947 540 230 530 795

											542 086

538 940 538 941 531 764

528 674									531 772

533 051

											

538 952			538 950

						524 928

											

541 858			

535 451

						

538 951

538 955

												

538 953		

													523 809 523 789

541 930 541 932

		

541 935

541 934 541 933

Ash
Fancy

		

										524 777			
			

Nature				Nature				
Medium				Dark				Black

				

538 956

524 642 523 811

523 812

		

530 945

530 141		

											

531 988		524 406 523 791

525 127

524 442 535 566

											

541 853							541 936

524 444 525 190		
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HARO Parquet – Grades
The oak top layers we select for our HARO parquets are available in a wide variety
of grades from subtle to vibrant. We offer the right HARO Oak Parquet for every
taste. As with all pleasant things in life, it is your personal taste that counts. The
descriptions of the grades are only an approximate value. A decision can best be
made with the original board.

Longstrip
Exquisit: Choice top-layer strips with an even texture and colour, Look: Subtle, distinguished, elegant*

calm

medium

vibrant

Trend: Calm wood grain with a small amount of knots, Look: Natural, classic, timeless**

calm

medium

vibrant

Naturale: Wood grain with natural colour differences and a natural amount of knots, Look: vibrant***

calm

medium

vibrant

Please note: In some types of exotic wood species, mineral deposits can cause staining on the surface. *, **, *** graded in acc. with EN 13489, 4.4; all others graded in acc. with EN 13489, B

Plank 1-Strip Plaza 240 / Plank 1-Strip 180 & 140
Exklusiv: Choice top-layer strips with an even texture and colour, Look: Subtle, distinguished, elegant

calm

medium

vibrant

Markant: Wood grain with small amount of knots, Look: Natural, classic, timeless

calm

medium

vibrant

Sauvage: Natural to vibrant wood texture, larger amounts of knots, cracks,
filled areas and wormholes are possible, Look: Trendy, rustic

calm

medium

vibrant

Universal: Combination of our grades, including heartwood, Look: Vibrant

calm

medium

vibrant

Alabama: Lively wood texture with an authentic amount of knots and a greater number
of black puttied cracks, Look: unique, rustic, authentic

calm

medium

vibrant
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Three surface finishes –
unique properties

The finish of a surface not only emphasises the natural beauty of a
parquet floor, but also protects its natural ambience and offers
reliable protection with little need for cleaning and care. With the
three HARO surface finishes permaDur, naturaDur and naturaLin
plus, you can customise your parquet precisely according to its
use and in line with the desired look.

The permaDur finish is a
high-quality varnished
surface with an elegant,
silky matt shine. It
guarantees highest
durability and easy
maintenance.

The revolutionary premium
surface finish naturaDur
combines the beauty and
soft feel of a natural oil
surface. At the same time,
the finish is a durable
special varnish that
protects the parquet floor
against signs of wear and
tear while making it even
easier to clean and
maintain.

The breathing natural oil
surface naturaLin plus
perfectly sets the scene
for the natural character of
a parquet floor. The oil
penetrates the wood,
protects the parquet and
gives it a unique matt look
and a natural feel. An
additional benefit: The
surface is particularly easy
to clean.

Quality through and through
Solid wood floors, as we know them from the past, have some big
disadvantages. Humidity fluctuations can cause the wood to warp,
uneven subfloors require time-consuming sanding prior to installation,
etc. In addition, a large amount of wood is needed to produce a small
area of flooring. Multilayer parquet from HARO solves these problems in
a simple way. The parquet's 3-layer construction with grains running in
different directions reduces the natural swelling and shrinking of the wood
by up to 70 %. And compared to solid wood floors, multilayer parquet is
also the better choice in terms of sustainability, eco-friendliness and
price-performance ratio.

1
2
3
4

1
Precious wood layer, approx.
thickness 3.5 mm (1/8''), made
from carefully selected and
dried wood
2
Middle layer made of solid
spruce fingerstrips with a
consistent level of moisture, for
maximum dimensional stability
3
Softwood backing board for
improved stability
4
Optional: Insulation layer for
increased comfort for your
ears, joints and spine – either
integrated or as a loose underlay
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As unique as
yourself
parkettmanufaktur by HARO celebrates the fine art of parquet
craftsmanship. Here, selected precious woods are processed
into unique premium parquet floors and then finished by hand.
This way, a variety of unique parquet floors can be created
out of Vintage Oak, XL boards, and Carré boards made of
extra-hard cross-grain wood.

parkettmanufaktur by HARO
Parquet Tile Design Basket
Ash Arabica Mezzo
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parkettmanufaktur by HARO
Strip Chevron 4V
Fumed Oak Selectiv brushed
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The fine art of
parquet craftsmanship
In addition to numerous prefabricated standard
floors, you have the option of customising your
parquet floor with a wide range of harmonious
refinements. These are the customisation options.

Refinement

AFRICAN OAK
SELECTIV

SMOKED OAK
WHITE SELECTIV

OAK CHALK WHITE
SELECTIV

OAK ARABICA
FORTE SELECTIV

Customisation:
Scraped

Customisation:
Frame-sawn

Customisation
Hand-scraped

Customisation:
Deep brushed

Get more details and
information in our
special catalogue
on haro.com.

AFRICAN OAK SILVER
LIMEWASHED SELECTIV

ASH ARABICA
MEZZO SELECTIV

Customisation:
Brushed

Customisation:
Hand-scraped, wormholes

SMOKED OAK
SELECTIV

OAK BLUE GREY
SELECTIV

Customisation:
Frame-sawn, wormholes

Customisation:
Hammered, brushed
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parkettmanufaktur by HARO
Carré
Oak Blue Grey Selectiv
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HARO
Accessories
Always a perfect match.
From skirtings to insulation underlays: HARO offers a wide
range of matching accessories for your floor.
Manufactured in the same quality and perfectly matched
to the look and characteristics of your parquet floor – for a
better feeling when you restyle your home.

atible
Comp h
wit
ducts
all pro

HARO Parquet 4000
Plank 1-Strip
Oak Light White Sauvage brushed 4V
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Find the right accessories
for your floor online!

Guaranteed to fit:
HARO Accessories
When you choose HARO, you get more than just a floor. HARO offers perfectly harmonised accessories,
cleaning and care products, and replacement parts – not just for today and tomorrow, but for the entire
lifetime of your floor. After all, as a fifth-generation family business, we are well aware of the importance
of continuity and reliability – for the availability of our products as well as the relationship with our
valued dealers and installation partners.

Skirtings
Matching or with a contrast?
Skirtings enable transitions
between the floor and the
wall that are visually and
functionally attuned to
your desired floor. Naturally,
they are also available in
water-resistant versions.

Insulation underlays
Whether with or without
underfloor heating: different
insulation underlays guarantee
the perfect underlay for every
room and every floor.

blauer-engel.de/uz176
blauer-engel.de/uz120

Transition moulding
With the matching transition
mouldings, you can
harmoniously combine
different flooring variants or
even different floor coverings.
Thanks to their design, the
transition mouldings can also
balance out different height
levels.

Stair nosings
With stair nosings, the room
and staircase become an
aesthetic unit. This makes
open room concepts appear
particularly elegant and
harmonious.

You can get the right care
product for your floor
from your dealer or online.

clean & green,
perfect care for
parquet.
We always offer the right cleaning product so that you can keep your floor clean
simply and gently. You will be amazed at how little of the care product you need.

clean & green active
For the basic cleaning of worn
surfaces in intensively used living
areas. For cleaning the floor before
treatment with aqua shield.

clean & green natural
For easy, effective cleaning and
care of living areas with a normal
amount of wear and tear.

clean & green aqua shield
For refurbishment and
maintenance of your finished
parquet.

clean & green aqua oil
For initial treatment and
subsequent care of parquet with
an oiled surface finish.
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HARO Parquet Floors will
convince you. Guaranteed.
Every day, our employees put great expertise,
experience and passion into their work. That is
why we are certain that product from HARO
will convince with its outstanding quality. We
emphasise this with our warrantees of 20 and 25
years, which is up to twice as long as those of
other manufacturers. The fact that quality is a

top priority at HARO is proven by numerous
certificates from internationally recognised
institutions. As a member of important industry
organisations and associations, we are also
committed to quality, transparency and
sustainability that reach beyond our company.

HARO warranty (up to 30 years)

Certificates

30
HARO

years
Warranty

5

HARO

In addition to the statutory warranty terms,
HARO also provides additional warranties
for various product groups.
Please note the respective warranty
conditions.

The Blue Angel proves the environmental
compatibility of our products:
blauer-engel.de/uz176, blauer-engel.de/uz120
blauer-engel.de/uz176
blauer-engel.de/uz120

years
Warranty

The French VOC label certifies that the
emissions of DISANO Design Floors by HARO
are completely non-hazardous.

commercial application

Made in Germany
Memberships
Our quality floors are of the
highest-quality German workmanship.

Since 2004 we have been PEFC certified. This means
we can assure you that the wood we process comes
from sustainably managed forests.

ISO Certificates

HARO's energy management is certified
according to ISO 50001: 2013.

DIN EN ISO 14001: 2004 stands for active
environmental management. We have been a
holder of the Bavarian Quality Award since 1998,
and of the PEFC seal since 2002.

Since 1995, we have been certified according to
DIN EN ISO 9001:2008. This ensures consistent
product quality.

CE Certificate
The CE label stands for compliance with all
European safety and health directives.

We are a member of the Verband der Deutschen
Parkettindustrie e.V. (Association of the German
Parquet Industry) and of the FEP, the European
Federation of the Parquet Industry.

An excellent choice.
Whichever floor you chose: your HARO Parquet Floor will be a
delight. Together with your specialist dealer, you have selected this
floor/these floors:

The product numbers of your favourites

Your notes

You haven't been to a dealer
yet? Find one near you now.

If you have any questions or would like to make an appointment, your dealer will be
happy to help you.

609 904/05/21 GB/USA Subject to errors and modifications.

Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 10 03 53 | 83003 Rosenheim | Germany
T + 49 8031 700-0 | F + 49 8031 700-600
info@haro.de | haro.com

Committed to
sustainability

Naturally
healthy living

Guaranteed
high quality

Made with
passion

Made in
Germany

